
The Reqiona] Concept-Its Place
Geoqrapbico] Studies

.
In

G~EOGRAPHY is concerned with the study of the nature of the
earth's surface. Due to its vastness and complexity, geographers of
all ages have found it necessary ill their studies, to divide the earth's

surface into small areas. Divisions of area, then, arc a vital part of the
geographer's craft. Regions arc especially defined units of area. They
should properly be conceived as devices to investigate tile nature of the
earth's surface and to organize our knowledge of its character. Much
controversy, however, surrounds the "regional concept" for there is little
agreement as to the definition, delimitation or the exact nature of what
constitutes a region.

A.-Are Regions Objective Units?

During the latter part of the 19th ccntur y the thesis that regions were
objective units gained ground. It was believed that regions were genuine
entities'! The region was supposed to be a definite individual unit of the
earth area, having form and structure and therefore forming a concrete
object. Accordingly it represents a relatively closed unit in contrast to
adjacent or distant areal units. At the extreme end of such ideas was the
concept that regions arc actual organisms.

The causes for the development of the theory of regions as concrete
objects ma y be explained in the context of the scientific and philosophical
climate of the 19th century. During this period there was a rClnarkabk
development of the natural sciences like Botany and Zoology which had
individual objects of study. Therefore, if Geography was to attain the
enviable position of a true science, then it seemed that geographers too must
have individual objects of study. For thi~ pllfpose the 'Region' was COll-

ccivcd as the geographers' object of study. Deterministic ideas which
seemed to characrcrisc the philosophy of many a geographer of that period
held that man's activities were governed by the conditions of the natural

1. Hartshorne, R., The Nature ,!(Ceugr,lpil),. 1')3'), 1'J'+(" pp. 25U-262.
Orig inally published ill the A1IIwls ofttic .'I.-suci,lIi,'" r(.111Icric,1I1 C('(~~rill'hcr." 2'), (193')).
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cnvironment.? Since it was held that man's activities conformed ncatlv
to his physical background, the limits of cultural units would nearly coincid~
with the boundaries of the natural (physical) units. Since geographic
regions arc defined in terms of both cultural and natural factors, the earth's
surface then would consist of finelv defined, distinct individual units or
regions. It appeared then that thesupreme task of the geographer was
merely to recognise and map the limits of those "self-given regions".

The theory of regions as concrete individual objects may be rejected
on many grounds. Firstly, unlike in the systematic sciences, geography is
not to be defmed by any particular object of study. Geography is more
a point of view focussed on the interrelations of phenomena, (rather than
on the phenomena itself) that cause the varying character of the earth's sur-
Face. There is no compelling need to define geography in terms of regions,
a, forming the particular object of its study. The regional method is really
a technique of study and the geographer's aim is to study the varying
character of the earth's surface itself caused bv the interrelations and associ-
ations of phenomena at one place and inter-co;mections of phcnomcm found
in different places.

Secondly, crude determinism is IlO longer in vogue. Granted that
culture is to a great extent conditioned by physical factors, it is not that
man's activities arc clearly confined within physical boundaries. Often
man's activities have unified separate areas of contrasting physical cha-
ractcristics. A case in point is the regional geography of California.
Physiographically, California exhibits three distinct major phyical units-
the COJst Ranges, the Central Great Valley and the Sierra Nevada Ranges.
Though the Central Great Vallev and Sierra Nevada Ranges have contrast-
ing relief features, they form il~terconnected parts of a~singlc functional
unit. The agriculture based on irrigation in the dry Central Valley 'would
be inconceivable without till' waters from the humid Nevada slopes.

Furthermore if a region has definite form, structure and function, it
should clearly be tangible. We arc no longer to be satisfied with expla-
nations of the type tlnt regions arc things, which have a certain impalpable
character that extends over a considerable tract of land. If such qualities
exist, then a region must have fairly clear and definite areal limits,. We
arc inclined to agree with Kimble that we cannot have substance without

2. Tatham George, Chapter all EllI'ir""IIrIIl"Ii.'"1 an.! P,'ssibilis/II.
Tavlor Criffirb (cd.) Cr'~~"1/'''}' ill th: Tu-nnirth C'·IIII1/,)". N,\\' York. 'London. t<)~I. 1'1'.
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form or quality without quantity) In this context Dcrvcnt Whittlesey,
who strongly urges the regioml point of view suggests that a scheme of
regions be based on statistical and quantitative rather than empirical or
qualitative asscssmcnt.! This question pose'S the problem of boundary
delimitation. A little reflection shows that the eastern slope'S of the Central
Ridge in the hill-country of Ceylon form at the same time the boundary
wall of the Uva Basin. It is obvious that the slope of a mountain is also the
side of the adjacent valley. The problem becomes immensely more
difficult when we draw upon the entire range of physical, biological and
human factors, in fixing boundaries of l"L'giOIlS. There is oftCll little (C-

variance or coincidence of the extent of diffLTcnt te1tures, because these
features may be independent of each other causatively. This point illay
be seen when considering the uniform extension of tea plantations in the
highlands of Ceylon, over areas where originally forest and p1tams grew
side by side. The spread of tea estates have today completely obliterated
any differentiation of the lormer vegetation that may have existed. If \VC

cannot discover clear boundaries, then we cannot ,1s,ign to regions, th,.'
charactcnstic of being definite individual objects, Indeed if regions be
identifiable objective units, that identity should have clear areal extent. 111

reference to the problem of establishing boundaries it has been previously
pointed out that "we have 110 reason to ever hope for an objective solution.
~We not only have not yet discovered and established regions as real entities,
we have no reason ever to expect to do so."~ Areas cannot ra,ily be
dclimitl'-:l into scp:1rate units bccau.c phenomena besides being associated
ill one place show signiftc:lnt interrelations between different areas. This
point is well illustrated in the regional economic characrcristics of Japan.
Trade with foreign countries is the mainstay of the Ja p:lnc'c economy.
Japan's industry is not only based 011 imported raw materials but is aho
oriented towards markets of the far flung conncrs of the globe. Now to
explain the features of the region~ll economy of Japan, it is vitally necessary
to consider region, 11ld [lctor;; quite outside the territorial confines llfJapan.

In the light of the foregoing considerations, it not on.ly seems desirable
but necessary that we abandon the theory of regions as individual objective
units. For the thcorv of 'real regions' is an abstraction that cannot be
tested nor proved. It' poses more problems, than can ever be solved.

3, Stamp, L. D. and Wnolrid,;c, S, V.i. (cd,.) Ll/ld,," /;,~''')'~, ill C'·,'gr,l/J/I)', LOlld'111, Nc«: Yurko
Toronto, 1')51. p, LiS, see, Kimble, Cl'or~l', H. T., iIl,ldc,/".,q' ,!(II!,' nf~i<'",,1 C""«'/"·

.j, Frccm.m. T. W., .~ }flllldred }~C"".' "r(;c(~~r"/)II)'. London, 1')(,1, p. 127.
~, Harrshornc. It. Ill),. fir. p. 2(.1 I.
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B.--The Region-as a Method of Geographic Studies

The view that a systelll of regional division is only a technique of study
IS far more satisfactory and is logically consistent with the nature of our
field. If regions arc to be conceived :IS mere devices of geographic study,
it would be advantageous to know some salient features of the earth's
surface itself, whose nature we arc trying to investigate bv the method of
the region. For our techniques of study ~hol1ld be adapted' to and moulded
bv the nature of the material we handle.

I

The main thing that strikes the geographer's eye as regards the earth's
surface, is its intense areal variation caused by the interaction of physical,
biological and social processes over area. These processes produce pheno-
mena that give rise to an intricately complex surface." We shall first
consider something about the phenomena itself, which cause the complexity
of the earth's surface. phenomena which are present in some places arc
absent in other places. For example, the presence of a limestone cover over
the Jaffna Peninsula of Ceylon explains the absence of a surface drainage
pattern there. In no other part of the island is there a similar extensive
limestone tract that gives rise to such distinctive features as ill the Jaffna
Peninsula. Furthermore single phenomenon is sometimes unequally distri-
buted over area. For example, an annual rainfall of over 75 inches gives
the South-West country of Ceylon fairly stable river regimes. A
deficiency of rainfall in the Dry Zone has necessitated the construction of
expensive irrigation projects for the successful settlement of these regiom.
Then, phenomena may have different rates of changes and movement.
Generally physical processes arc subject to slower rates of change than social
processes. Cataclysms caused by physical processes such as floods, earth-
quakes and cyclones are, however, exceptional. A single process may
proceed at varying rates in different areas. For example coastal erosion
along the south western shores of Ceylon proceed at a more rapid rate
than in the other parts of the island's shores. Further, heterogeneous
phenomena caused by ;1 givCll type of process are causally related or
integrated. Theil phenomena of different processes arc also associated
(exist together) over :1 given area. Such then is the essential nature of forces
and events which determine the characteristics of the earth's surface. It
is such a complexity with variegated facets and ceaseless changes that geo-
graphers arc concerned to analyse and comprehend.

(" .. A proless is" S"'1lk'/ICC of C,'CIItS systcmatic.rlly related ;" in" chain uf CJlISC and crtccr. The
phcnomcn.i that call be observed at any one momcnr of rime result from the operation of these sequence ..•
nf changc.ll Refer JUllCS, Preston E, and JOllC'S, Clarence, F., Illl'fllftlry and ProSjl('(1 1:( .•4111cri((1II (;('(1-

gr"/''')', Svr.u.usc, t '}S4, p, ~,
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Although the earth's surface is studied from a wide variety of J11gb,
geographers have their OWlJ distinctive view-point of study. This requires
an explanation of the nature of the conception of the earth's surface that
geographers hold and nurture. In other words what arc the funda IIIental
principles of Geography: Firstly, many have sought to expound a Geo-
graphy which is not concentrated on any particular category of phenomena.
Instead they have tried to establish coherence or /:/{ssalll('lIh'l1Z~, i.c., the
interrelations of phenomena. Thus for example, the vcr)' heavy rainfall
ofWatJwala is not to be n)J]sidLTed as an isolated flCt. It should be discussed
in term s of its ca uses-the JtIl1 osplicric and relief condi tions and a Iso ill
terms of its influence on the rainfall regimes, the water b ilancc, the
vegetation and agricultural activities of the area and so on. The second
principle is areal divcrsirv. It seems hardly llccessary to illustrate this
principle, for the flct that dirtl~n'\lt areas have vHying colour, naturc und
characteristics is casily perceptible.

l. '1'11(' tuo approt/cl/('.\ ill ,~c(~lZr'ljlhi( .'·/IIc/y-.\)'S{CIII(ui( (1/1,/ u:lZioll<l1 :

In keeping with the two principles outlined above ha vc arisen the tWI)
basic methods of geognphic investigation, the svstcm.itic approach and
the regional approach illustrated diagrarnarically in Fig. I.
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Fig. I. Graphical representation of Regional
and Topical approaches in Geogra-
phical studies.
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The larger rectangle represents earth's area. The horizontal lines denote the areal
extension or phenomena. Each of these line, represents phenomena such as relief, climate,
vegetation and so on (a.b,c . in Fig.). Each of these may be called a segment of integration.
The smaller rectangles X-Y-Z show the sub-division of area (sections of area) where the
different segments of integration are associated together.

In the systematic approach, the subject of geographic investigation may
be a single segment of integration (this is difl<'.'rellt fr0111 a single dement)
such as the climate or the agriClllture of an area, III the regional approach,
the subject of geographic study would be a section of area such as a continent,
a sub-continent, an island, a small area or a town, It is comrnonlv believed
that the regional concept matters only in regional geography. 'It will be
shown later in this paper that the region;) I concept is basic to both systematic
as well as regional geography.

Combinations of phenomena vary from phce to place in very cornpli-
cared ways. It is impossible to say that 011e specific combination of phcno-
mcna extends Irom A to 13 where another begins. Though it j~ traditional
and convenient to limit the Wet Zone in Ceylon by us ng the Walawc
Ganga and the Dcduru Oya as boundaries, a clear-cut Dry Zone docs not
begin on the eastern banks of the Walawe Ganga :md the northern banks
of the Dcduru Oya.

It is for such a study, that the region is hcre presented, IS a useful means
of investigation and organization of bets.

2_ The dl~fillifioll cIa I\~ioll:

Actually scores or definitions of the word exist and the word lias a
range of meanings extending far beyond geography.! For example T. W.
Freeman mentions .1 Illap dividing Ireland into regions, each with its centre
for the distributioll of '\ popular brand of stout. Kim ble states that there
arc no less than one hundred dcflllitiolls of the word region in geographic
literature." Hartshorne writes that, on an empirical basis the most that
can be said is, that a region is all area of specific location which is distinctive
frolll other areas and which extends as far as that distinction extends."

Wittlescy's definition tha t was presented to the Committee on American
Geography claims that .\ region J. could be an area of :11l)' size; 2. is an area
homogeneous ill terms of specific criteria: 3. is an area distinguished ti-OI11

7. Freeman, T. W., "I'. tit. p.ll::;.
1:1. Kimble, George, H. T. op, cit. p. \51.

'i. Hartshorne, R. Perspective ,'/I till' :\:,1(111'1' d C('(lgr"I'''Y, Chicago, 195'i, p. 130.
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bordering areas by a particular association of features and therefore has
internal cohesion. 10

This means that a region is :1 special type of unit area, while an area
constitutes a mere section of earth space. The distinction is better under-
stood in the words of Whittlesey : All area is a geometric portion of the
earth's surface with no implication of homogeneity or cohesion."!' This
distinction IlHV also be illustrated diagramaticaJly as in (Fig. 2).

HUMID

A

FiO.2 Distinguishing a section of a reo from a region

c

The 40 inch isoheyt distinguishes a dry area to the east and a wet area to the west.
Due to prevailing wet characteristics throughout the western area a humid region is defined
and similarly a dry region to the east. A triangle ABC which is drawn across the 40"
isoheyt to include portions of the humid as well as the dry region clearly lacks any homo-
geneity and therefore remains as an area and does not become a region with respect
to the humidity criterion uscd-vthe 40" isoheyt.

The 40 inch isohcyt distinguishes a dry area to the east and a wet area
to the west. Duc to prevailing wet characteristics throughout the western
area a humid region is defined and similarly a dry region to the cast. A
triangle ABC which is drawn across the 40" isohcyt to include portions of
the humid as well as the dry region clearly lacks any homogeneity and there-
fore remains as an area and does not become a region with respect to the
humidity criterion used-the 40" isohcyr.

10. J3I11CS. Preston, E.. 31\0 jones, Clarence. 1'.. "". (if. p. I).

11. il'in. p. 22.
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3. Justificatiol1 4 the n~~ioll(ll cOllcept:
Many geographers attempting to discover "true regions" and naturally

finding none to their satisfaction, have urged the rccction of the regional
concept. In the words of Kimble "To spend our days regionalising is to
chase a phantom and to be kept continually out of breath for our pains." I~

We are however justified in retaining the regional concept as a practical
framework, when we conceive of the region as a device to generalise facts
concerning area. Areal variation is so minute, '>0 omnipresent, that we
cannot discover even two adjacent points which are identical, i.e. exactly
alike in all respects. However, even the layman may recognise some area
throughout which a more or less marked homogeneous association or
features exists. The jaflna Peninsula is a striking example from Ceylon.
This sense of uniformity or regionality may be felt even where precise
definition of boundaries is not possible. Such areas then may be recognised
as regions. But even the smallest of our regions may be further sub-
divided. Whittlesey was referring to this idea when he said that there arc
110 'unit areas.' For example, in a small areal unit such as a paddy field,
homogeneity may be said to exist throughout the field, because paddy
covers the field uniformly. Yet even within a single paddy field one
may recognise numerous varieties of paddy in the different parts and
sub-divide the field according to the varieties grown. Such micro-
scopic sub-division, however, would only be necessary for special purposes.
Examination of differentiation atsuch minute levels would no doubt defeat
our purpose of understanding the broad nature of areal variations. There-
fore we ignore differences deemed minor and construct homogeneous areas,
where none exists in a real and precise sense. That regions exist nowhere
except in the geographer's mind is then not a £1ta1criticism, but a statement
of hct. The study of the complexity of the earth's surface necessitates the
division of the surface into manageable units of study.

Our regional division may be appreciated if we view the historian's
craft of dividing the course of events over time into numerous periods. By
using certain dates, historians arbitrarily speak of a beginning and an end of
a period. Akin to the way that there are significiant inter-connections
between areas, there arc also similar interconnections between events of
different periods. Nevertheless historians have established and demonstrated
the advantages of organising the unbroken continuation of data throughout
til11e,;nto periods. Historians study the nature of the course of events over
time and geographers study the nature of phenomena extending over area.

11. Kimble. (;('or~c. H. T .. ')}'.cit. 1'. 17~.
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The geographer's technique nf organi5illg area into regions, should be
pictured as a parallel to the historian's method of dividing the historical
course of events into periods.

This undoubtedly involves the gL'1leralisation of (lctS. Students of
history conceive of ancient, medieval and modern periods in Ceylon
History. This is fer mere convenience of organising historical data. A
student who is dissatisfied with such broad gl'llcralisatiom may concern
himself with 1110rc detailed 11131ysis, and may view the modern period of
Ceylon history as being divided, for instance, into the Portuguese, j')l1tch
and the British periods. In a similar way, geographers pursuing greater
detail may sub-divide their major regions, which arc the product) of a
large degree of gcncralisation. Again a student of research finding the
entire British period quite unwieldy, may confine himself to a few decades
of the whole period. The parallel here with the gl'ographers' technique
of constructing micro-regions is indeed remarkable.

The method of gcncralisation and classification is basic to all science.
"Thc mental grouping of things separately recognizable a; different, but in
which some resemblance is seen is the process of classification .. the seeing
of similarities is as necessary to life as the seeing of differC11C':s.13 The
biologists' classification involves the grouping together in successive major
and minor divisions, of forms more and 1110re closely rclarcd.l- Though
dissimilar in certain respects, because of Common points of similarity (in
this case indicative of genetic connections) the mammals, the birds. the
reptiles, the amphibians and fishes arc grouped together into the Phylum
Vertebrae. The geologist may group rogcthcr multifarious rocks on the
basis of integrating factors such as age, composition or mode of occurrence.
A regional division too is a similar type of classification, involving a process
of recognizing similarities of character by the method of gencralisation.
In arranging the similar characteristics of area into regions, categories of
area arc first defmed by announced criteria. For example, Koppen by using
certain quantitative criteria first distinguished the major climatic categories
or regions of the world. Using further quantitative criteria the major
categories were divided into smaller units. Thus the A tYPl' of climate
determined on the basis of temperature is divisible into the Af, Am, As,
Aw types. The sub-divisions are based on the season and extent of rainfall.
By using further quantitative criteria, Koppen and later-workers have
defined numerous other sub-divisions.

. . -- .-
J}. George, W. H .. SriCIIli;1 ill .~((i(ltt. New York, 1')3:-;. p. IX,).

I-t. N(.'\\'bi~in. Mar ion. I.. 1)/11111 .uu! .'ll1im.11 Cf',:!!r,'phy. L,lIldt)11. lq.")(t. Pl'. It)7-~()4.
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Accordingly, regions arc constructed ill our mind subjectively, by
observing the objective nature of areas around us. The entities then exist
in our thought and not in the area itself. The nature of the phenomena
Jllay only suggest a division when viewed in a particular way. The division
itself is the brainchild of the research worker. ..... the classifier is an
essential P'\rt of a classification for a classification is based upon the per-
ception of similarity by a human being. Since judgement of similarity ...
is not a judgcmcllt whLTC universal JgrCL'111clltIus been reached in classifi-
cation, it i:; not surprising that no universal agrccment has been reached in
chssifiC1tion." 15 It is then in ket'ping with a basic method of science, to
view the regioll a~'\ mcnral construction, which provides some sort of
illtelligcllt basis for ol'ganizing our knowledge of the earth's surface. "Wt'
can only seck the 1110stintelligent basis for determining arcil limits, i.c. for
dividing the earth into regions. It is then a device for selecting and studying
areal groupings out of the com plcxitv of phenomena. Ally portion of the
earth's surface is a region, if homogeneous in terms of a stated areal group-
ing."16 To illustrate this, if relief is used as a criterion both Mannar and
Anuradhapura Illay belong to a single l'egion-known as the northern
lowlands, of Ccvlon. Further sub-division based on climate would de-
marcate a dry and an arid zone along the 50 inch isohcyt assigning Mannar
nnd Anuradhapura into two :icparate humidity provinces or regions. Here
too other criteria may be used to ~iv<.'numCIOUSother refinements. "The
region then is not an object either self-determined or nature-given. It is
an intellectual concept, an entity for purposcs of thought created by the
selection of certain feature~ relevant to an interest and disregarding those
irrelevant for ::I givcn purpose."!"

The purpose of a classification then, is all important in a critical assess-
mcnt of a system of regioml division. For the criteria are selected in terms
of a specific problem or purpose. For::l stated purpose, it is possible to
identify homogeneous areas with respcct to relevant criteria, disregarding
as all scientific classifications do, conditions which arc not relevant to the
problem. Therefore any system of homogeneous areas should be evaluated
only in terms of the purpose for which the classification W1S rmdc. It
follows then, tint there can be seven 1 systems of regions depending on the
purpos,' of classification. It is not that the world is neatly parcelled out
into a given set of regions and that it is the supreme task of the geographers

I~. Ceor!!c. W. II .. "~I'.(;1. I'. 1')().
1(,. J""I<';. Preston. r. .lIhl Jon,,;. Cl.rrcnc«, 1'., ,,/,. (;1. ]'. :>('.
Ii. ;h;,/. f' ..10.
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to somehow rccognisc them. "when assessment of value is applied to a
classification, it is rated as of high value or is called natural or good, if the
members of each class have many points of common similarity of interest
to the classifier. if the members of each class have few points of common
similarity of interest to the classifier. the classification is called artificial oris
of low value."18 Thus geographers should not fec] perturbed if we cannot
agree on any system of division. We should strive to attain a classification
with the greatest number of advantageous and the least number of dis-
advantages. The advantages, however, are determined by the pmpos~'
for which any particular classification is devised.

C.-The Hierarchy of Regions

There arc not only regions but also a hierarchy of regions. If a region
is a result of generalisation of facts, then it must be the product of a certain
degrec or amount of gcncrnlisation. Since there can be diflcrcnt degree>
of gcneralisatiOll, then it follows that there are different orders of regions
depending on the degree of gcncralisation. Accordingly, regional systems
could v1ry from major to minor and fr0111 macro to micro. The circle
in the diagram (Fig. 3a) represents a hyporhctical nnit of area. At a certain
level of gcncralisation it is divided into three homogeneous units X- Y-Z.
If more detail be required in the study of each of these units, by using another
set of criteria each of these units could be further sub-divided into smaller
homogeneous units. This process of sub-divisions and grouping produces
a hierarchy of regions, 19 Fig. 3 (a) and 3 (b).

When regions arc studied at various levels of g~'neralisation, a prirmrv
concern is the scale of the maps.20 For the study and re-presentation of the
difl:crcnt orders of regions, maps of different scales should be utiliscd, Large
scale maps are used for detailed studies of micro regions which arc far down
in the hierarchy. Small scale maps arc used for highly generaliscd studies
(therefore less accurate) of very large regions, placed higher up in the
hierarchy. For the regions of the intermediate orders varying scab should
be used depending on the degrees of generalisation. Let liS illustrate this
theme with regional examples from Ceylon. A layman may rest content

18. George. w_ H.. "I'. cit. p_ lX'l.
I n. An admirable example of the rule of the concept of the hicrarchv of rcvions is contained in the

essay Linton, D. L. "The Delimitation of Morpholog ical Rcgious." - LO/ll/"" b_',Il'S ill Cc,~~r,,!,h}'.
"1'_ eft. pp_ 1'l9-21 'J.

.20. The use of varying scales at different levels of gcncraliz.rriou is disCI,,,,'d in [ames, 1'. F...
'Towards a further understanding of the Rcuional Concept.' .41111"/"- 1'( the A'-.'N;"';(J'; 0( /ll1ler;Cdll
C"I'gmph,'CS, -12(19_;2) No_ J, pp_ 19~-n~_ espcci.rllv pr- 2()(,-21,_ -

()I
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Z,

Fig.:3 (a). The concept of the hierarchy of the
Regions shown graphically.

Area

X~ -L Yr- -.Z

X
4

Fig.3(b) In the hierarchy of regions various orders
of regi~ns .exist at dIfferent levels of
generollsatlon shown by horizontal lines.
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with the meagre knowledge that Ceylon has a central highland mass,
surrounded by a lowland tract. He may be aware too, of a dry zone
studded with irrigation tanks and heard of a hot wet region to the
south-west with a luxuriant forest growth. But a student at high school
level needs more refined divisions with less gcnenlisatioll and more details.
Therefore his scheme of regions 'would consist of more sub-divisions.
A research student may require far more sophisticated and detailed units
when working at levels ofleast generalisations. This involves the gathering
of first hand information and long hours of work out in the field. The
failure to recognisc that diflcrent levels of gClll'\":liis:ttion exist and therefore
regions at various orders has in the past led to much confusion in our
literature of regional geography. Iu a classification of regions for Ceylon
S. F. de Silva divides the larger climatic unit, tilt' Dry Zone into srmllcr
rcgions.? I

(II) The arid belt of land (25-50")
(Ii) The dry zone (proper) (50-75')
(r) The Jafliu peninsula.

The dry zone proper and the Jafiila Peninsula hwc been classed as
regions of the same order though the former is many times larger than the
latter and exhibits very great areal diversity.

D.-The Regional Concept and the Apparent Dualism
in Geography

It was shown earlier that geographic studies may be classified in tenus
of two approaches. A common belief is that such studies represent a
dualism in geography between systematic and regional geography. It is
also supposed that the former is the study of clements and the latter is the
study of area. It is true that in many universities, under the guise of
systematic geography, the work which is done more properly belongs to
geology, meteorology, and so 011. Tudor David writing 'A~piI1St Geo-
graphy' in an issue of the Universities Qttarfcr/)" May, 195R was raising the
same point when he stated that the questions appearing in the examination
papers of economic geography, historical geography, and so on, could
equally well have found a place in the economics and history papers. Within
the scope of this paper we could only state the theoretical position, rlnt
systematic geography represents a view-point which is diflcrent from the
systematic sciences. While a svsrcmaric science is focussed on ~ certain

'Ji
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category of phenomena, systcnritic geography studies the interrelationships
of a certain category of phenomena, as a part of the total complex of phe-
nomena.

Regional geography Oil the other hmd is widely held to be the study of... b v ~, i i

the entirety of phenomena of a region. Pearson reporting on the 'Progress
in Regional geography in New View Points in Geography' states that the
goall;f regio~lal f()rlll~bti()1J should include the totality of place and people
in association.z- A little reflection would show how and why it is impossible
to learn 'everything', even bout a vcry small place, for the totality of a
region is not a practical goal for analvsis.t' In regional anulvsis, attention
sh~uld be concentrated ~m the key 'features, i.c. Conly on tllOsl' that arc
significant ill causing similarities and differences over areas. In systematic
geography, because we study the interrelations of a tl'W closely related
phe;lOmel;a, it is possible to ~xtelld our study over large areas, because it
i, impossible to have a complete knowledge even of a few things over the
entire world. A systematic geography is then the study of partial integra-
ions of phenomena usually over large areas. In regional geography where
attention is paid to complex integrations of phenomena (for the study of
a totilirv ~)fa region is not a practical goal) we should necessarily restrict
our attention to smaller areas became of the Luge number of topic> being
handled. A, the number of topics increase, the number of variable factors
too increase, thus reducing the siz« of the area, over which any homogeneity
may exist. The essential diflercncc between the systematic and regional
view-point, then lay in the Humber of topics being handled and therefore
the size of areas. The diftcrcnce then is quantitative and is not of a funda-
mental kind, It follows, that geography cannot be divided into studies
of individual clements over the world and studies of complete totality of
clement) in regions. All studies in geography analyse the areal variations
of phenomena which exist in integration. Therefore, there is no dualism.
but a gradational range from those which analyse the most elementary
integrations over large areas to those which analyse the most complex
integration in small areas.24 The regional method is basic to all such
studies and thus helps to illuminate, the essential nature of the field of
neographv.0.... ,

By the application of the regional concept to all types of geographic
studies, many categories of regions have been formulated. In the more

')') Preston, j.uncs, E., (cd.) ;\'f/I' ViclI' P{liJlls ill Ceography, Washington, 195(), p. 12.
23. Ackerman, Edward, L. Rcoion»! Rl'_'Cdr(fI~EfIlcl:~/!I.t! C(11l(CjJtS an-! Tccll1lirl'f{'.I. Fconomic

(;('o"r.lpby. 2'J.Jul,.. [')53. PI'. IN'J-197_
:~-t. l l.rrtshorue. I~., Pcr3pcrril11' (l/J 1111'.\'.uun' [,l( Ct'I)/!fd/1h}'. p. 1~-+.
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elementary systematic studies there arc single-feature regions. The classifi-
cation of slopes by the slope angle and determining thermal provinces by
using isotherms arc examples of the systems of ~ingk feature regions.
Though climate appears to be a single clement, it is actually a synthesis of
various tcaturcs such as temperature, rainfall amounts, its distribution and
variability and evaporation ere. Climatic regiom belong to the category
known as multi-feature regiom became a whole r:mgc of features arc
considered. An economic region is an example of a very complex typc
of multi-feature region because a very wide range of features iucluding the
physical conditions, resources, peoples and their economic activities would
be relevant in such a study. Geographic regions arc the most complex of the
multi-features regions, since all features determining the character of an
arc a would be relevant. Since study of total geography (all the features
of an area) is both impossible and undesirable, in the definition of a geo-
graphical region we need consider, only those features that arc significant,
in causing the notable similarities and diftlTellces of area. Whittlesey
suggests the term "Compagc" for such a complex study, which is less than
the totality of the rcgion.2~

E.-SuIDlllary

The region is not a concrete object Iikc the botanist's plant or tl1l'
zoologist's animal. Regions arc special units of area, subjcctivclv devised
for the purpose of dividing the complex earth's surface into manageable
units of study. A commonsense and practical definition of the regioll
would be a meaningful homogeneous unit of area, defined in terms of a
stated criteria. A region is constructed by the method of generalization.
Therefore, a regional system may be conceived of as a parallel to thc bota-
nist's plant associations, the gcologist'.; rock categories and the historian's
periods. A region is the p;·odl1c

C

t of a certain ~degrec of generalization.
There call be di ftcrent degrees of Ccncra lization or levels of regions and thus a
liicrarchv ofruacro and micro regions. Anv gcogra phic work studies the inter-
relations of phenomena. Therefore, systematic geograph y is not the study
of an individual clement, but rather, the study of partial integrations of
phenomena. In regional works, the study of total-tv i.c. of all features
is a practical impossibility. Regional g~ography i~ then the study or
complex integrations of phenomena, In other words, regional geography
studies a larger number and a greater variety of topics rlian systematic
geography. The difference between the two is primarilv one of a quanti-
tative kind i.c. in the num bcr of topics. The technique of constructing
homogeneous areas is basic to both types of studies. This consideration
helps to understand the essential unified nature of geography.

LAKSHMAN S. YAPA
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